HERIGE has finalized the acquisition of six concrete plants and furthers its business development

EDYCEM, HERIGE Group’s Concrete Industry subsidiary, has announced that the acquisition from BHR of six concrete plants in Sarthe and Mayenne in Western France has been finalized. The project was announced on December 2, 2019.

The plants acquired employ 35 people and generate a full-year turnover of approximately €10 million. In 2020, the Concrete Industry will benefit from these six new high-performance plants, which will be included in the Group’s consolidated financial statements as of March 1.

This acquisition enables HERIGE Group to pursue its value-creating industrial investment strategy and expand its commercial offer in Western France.

With the acquisition, EDYCEM, as a major development focus and a strong growth driver, is extending its geographical coverage with 33 ready-mix concrete plants stretching from Finistère to Arcachon Bay.

ABOUT HERIGE

HERIGE Group focuses on three sectors of the building industry: Building Materials Trading, the Concrete Industry and Industrial Joinery. Originally based in the Vendée region, HERIGE currently employs more than 2,300 people and has a strong presence in Western France.
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